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We extend the analyses el Fayet, and Fayet and Farrar, of experimental searches for glumo% the supersymmetnc part- 
ners of gluons Because of their large production cross sections, present data appears to exclude glumo masses below 3 5-6 
GeV/c 2 and may be more restnctwe Lifetime considerations give an upper hmlt on scalar quark masses and on the s~ale of 
supersymmetry breaking, and experiments sensitive to missing energy vdll prowde interesting hmlts on the latter Since 
glumos remmn very bght m many models, they will either be detected soon or many supersymmetne theories wall be ex- 
cluded 
1 Introducnon Supersymmetnc (SS) theories have 
been of considerable interest for some tune, and have 
recently been studied intensively [1 ] because they m- 
corporate scalars naturally rote the theory and may 
allow progress toward solving the gauge hierarchy 
problem 
In SS theories conventional particles have associat- 
ed particles differing by 1/2 unit of spin For each 
quark and lepton there should exist a spmless partner, 
with the same mass Since these are not seen, SS must 
be broken IfSS is to be of value for solwng the gauge 
hierarchy problem, the scale of SS breaking (Ass) may 
[1] have to be of order I TeV When SS Is broken, the 
light scalars will get masses from radiative corrections 
The masses are expected to be of order m7,  so it is 
not surprising that the scalar partners of quarks and 
leptons have not yet been observed Broken global su- 
persymmetnes must [2] have a Goldstone fermlon. 
the goldstmo (G) which couples to the gluon (g) and 
Its supersymmetnc partner, the glumo (~) 
The glumos have spin 1/2 and we assume they 
carry the same quantum members of the gluons, 1 e 
they are color octets Apparently it is hard to gwe 
much mass to glumos, so it ts rather surprising that 
they have not yet been seen Fayet, and Fayet and 
Farrar, have already discussed this question [ 1,3] In 
this paper we extend their analyses, with several new 
results We argue that existing data probably tmphes 
that glumo masses are larger than about 3 5 - 6  GeV, 
depending on ASS We suspect that existing data gives 
even stronger constraints, but normally data IS not 
pubhshed m the form we need and will have to be re- 
analyzed by the experimenters involved Achieving a 
glumo mass * t that large represents a serious challenge 
to SS theories that have a ASS < 1 TeV 
It may be useful to point out where we go beyond 
the analysis of Fayet, and Fayet and Farrar (1) For 
glumo masses beyond about 1 GeV we can calculate 
production cross sections perturbatwely Since glumos 
are color octets these cross sections are quite large, up 
to twenty times those for quark pairs of smular mass, 
and gwe stringent limits It should be emphasized that 
our limits are conservative, since for heavy quarks the 
perturbatwe calculations are known to underestimate 
the cross sections (2) We consider larger glumo masses, 
and scales of SS breaking A ~< 1 TeV,where the ~,gG 
vertex 0) dominates the glulno decay, (u) leads to 
t l  Given the couplings of a glumo, its constituent mass then 
fixes its production cross section Smce glumos are colored 
they will be shielded by strong color torces, most probably 
forming glumobalLs with gluons or quark-antlquark pairs 
These hadrons wall have of order 1 GeV of constituent 
mass even m the hmit of massless glumos Thus the hmits 
on masses that go m the lagrangaan should be reduced some- 
what (by < 1 GeV) from the numbers we gave Smcc it Is 
not completely clear how to do that, we will always quote 
the mass that comes dtrectly from analysis of experimental 
data and let the reader make the adjustment 
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larger missing energy, and (m) leads to larger goldstmo 
lnteracuon cross sectxons All these effects lead to bet- 
ter signatures hence easier detectability (3) We con- 
sider new productmn processes which gwe upper hrmts 
on glumo masses (or lower himts on ASS ) m broken 
global SS theories (4) Since hfetlmes ofghilnos can- 
not be too long upper limits on ASS or scalar quark 
masses can be obtained (5) We emphasize the kinds 
of  experiments needed to detect glumos this is tunely 
because present experiments could find them For ex- 
ample, in pp colhsmns at the ISR wath £ = 1032/(cm 2 
s) and running ttme of  106 s, if the glumo mass were 
2 5 GeV then 3 5 × 109 ghimo pmrs were produced, 
all with detectable signatures in pnnmple 
2 Glumo eouphngs Since glumos are the partners 
of  gluons they wdl have the Interactions shown m fig 
la The couphng at each vertex is the standard QCD 
couphng g* z In addmon, for a broken SS a couphng 
to the goldsuno Is introduced as m fig I b Gauge in- 
variance reqmres a magnenc type couphng, hfiGCrUv 
× u ~-/7~v where u G and u a are spmors for a 
goldstmo and glumo of  color a, respectively, and b'~v 
the gluon field strength The couphng strength h is 
fixed by supercurrent algebra *a Indeed taking the 
matrix element of the supercurrent Su between a 
glulno and a gluon, mcluchng the goldstlno pole term 
,2 "1 he glumos are colored fermlons and contribute to the 
B-function like quarks The numerical increase m as(Q 2) 
is small, however, and we may safely neglect it 
~3 "1 his is an extension to the colored states of the same argm- 
ment gwen for photmos in re/ [4] See also ref [5] and 
Dlneetal,ref Ill  




Pig 1 Glumo couplings in supersymmetnc theories We re- 
present gluons by g, glumos by g, goldstmos by G, quarks by 
q, scalar partners of quarks by qSq, and the photmo by ~" I he 
vertices of (a) wall be present m every supersymmetnc theory 
when glumos carry color The vertex ot (b) is present m global 
super~ymmetnc theories 
and requmng zero davergence, yields h = rn/2A2s 
where ~ Is the glumo current algebra mass and ASS 
sets the scale of  SS breaking, defined by (0IS u IG) 
= A2S 7~u G 
Some of our results only require the interactions 
of  fig la, for productmn ofghilnos via gluons They 
hold m any theory where the glumos are color octets 
In local SS the goldstlno may become the hehcity I/2 
part of  a spin 3/2 state so our results revolving 
goldsnnos may not directly hold However, since the 
glumos will have to decay (see below), essentaally 
equwalent results will be vahd 
3 Glumo hfettmes and mteracnons In a sponta- 
neously broken global SS, the decay of  the glumo pro- 
ceeds dominantly via the vertex in fig lb We obtain 
the hfetnne 
?'(, = (0 33 × 10-15 /h214  s) (Ass/Mz)4(1 GeV/m-") 3 s 
(1) 
Since current algebra argmnents yield h ~ r~/2As2s, 
this becomes 
rG ~ 1 1 X 10-15(Ass/Mz)4(1 GeV/~)  s s (2) 
If  observations Imply ~ > 3 GeV, and ASS < 1 TeV 
for the cases of  interest, then ~ < 0  7 X 10 -13 s If  
g is produced with 3' = 20, It will travel typically 0 4 
mm On the other hand, l f ~  ,-- 1 GeV, and ASS = 1 
TeV, It goes 36 times further, typmally 0 30 m with, 
of course, some going over a meter Note that eq (2) 
provides an interesting upper hmlt on ASS for a gaven 
(see fig 2) If  data excludes production of  a glumo 
which travels more than about 10 cm (see below), then 
any theory must satasfy Ass /N 1 5 < 1000, wath ASS 
and ~ m GeV units 
If the ~gG vertex is suppressed or absent as perhaps 
could occur in a local SS, the gluino will decay via a 
virtual scalar quark to a quark-antlquark parr and 
a photlno (~)  (provided that the glulno Is heavier than 
the photlno) 
For the mode ~ ~ q?tT, the hfetime IS 
r~  = 0 8 X 10 6(mu/n'i)5(mJMW)4 s 
M4, is the hghtest scalar quark mass associated with 
quark s hghterthan the glumo By comparison, the 
~'mode dominates ffM¢~ < 0 09 ASS, ffM~ = MW/2, 
the photmo mode dominates for ASS >~ 400 GeV (see 
fig 2) 
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Fig 2 Fxcluded regaon m the t~ -Ass  plane Sohd curves are 
from present data Dashed curves are attainable hmlts from 
future experiments (a) Vahd it ~'gG vertex is present (b) 
1 rom ~" --* q(l~" with subsequent ~'mteractlon m a beam dump 
detector I hts curve Is always present We have assumed M$q 
= MW/2 (c) Gwes upper hmxt on ASe (lower scale) or M,h o ,eq 
(upper scale) from the requtrement that ~" hfetlme not be too 
long (d) Upper lnmt on r~ from double goldstmo production 
at Isabelle (e) The region below this hne would be excluded by 
a failure to detect glumo production by an SPS detector with 
£ = 1029/cm 2 (f) The region to the left is excluded ff 100 
events ofG + ~" production are not detected at lsabelle (g) 
Same as (f) lor FNAL colhdcr 
Thus we expect that  exper iments  sensitive to neu- 
tral hadrons that  can travel cent imeters  or meters will 
give a lower lmn t  on the glumo mass When a glumo is 
produced it will be shielded to make a color smglet 
hadron Most probably  the glumo will bind with a 
gluon,  because of  the octet  b inding  forces, though 
sometimes the glumo could at tach to a color octet qq 
pmr The electncaUy neutral ,  color smglet, hadron wtll 
interact  like a normal  hadron,  with a total  in teract ion 
probabi l i ty  like that  of  a kaon or a D 0, with Oto t ~ few 
m b  As observed [1,3] by Fayet  and Farrar, and as 
we will reaffirm below, any objects produced with 
several/ lb cross sections, and hawng such lifetimes 
and Interact ions,  would probably  have been observed 
4 Glumo and goldstmo productton Once the small 
mass range r~ < ! GeV is excluded by the absence of  
long-hved, electrically neutral ,  strongly Interacting 
hadrons,  we can reliably use per turbatwe QCD to cal- 
V G 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig 3 Production mechamsm for glumos and goldstmos (a) 
~s present in any theory where glumos carry color It gives the 
cross sections of fig 4 for color octet glumos (b) and (c) are 
present m globally supersymmemc theories and gave upper 
hmlts of fig 2 
culate (lower limits on)  the product ion  cross sections, 
and these are very large for color octet ghimos Fur-  
ther, in any theory where there is a EgG couphng,  the 
double or single direct goldstlno product ion  cross 
(figs 3b, 3c) sections increase with ~ and the absence 
of  experimental  detectaon of  such events will gwe an 
upper  lmalt on r~ 
We show the glumo pair-product ion mechanisms 
for pp and p~ collisions m fig 3 Fig 4 shows the 
product ion  cross section versus the glumo mass 
for a number  of  beam energies Since the curves fall 
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1-1g 4 G lumo  p roduc t i on  cro~s sections computed  f rom fig 
4a, inc luding scaling v io lat ions,  as parametnzed by Baler et al 
In ref [ 11 ] for several values ofx/"s (In GeV) 
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lunlt has htt le effect on the associated mass limit 
Once again these are expected to be conservative 
lower hmlts since production of  c~, and bb is larger 
than the perturbatwe prechctlon 
It should be emphasized that the cross sections 
are quite large The actual calculation includes not 
only the dmgram of  fig 3a, but  the crossed graph, the 
direct gluon pole term, and the production vaa quarks, q~ 
-~ g ~ ~ In the region of  interest the subprocess 
shown is the largest one in the Feynman gauge, and to 
understand the size of  the cross section we can com- 
pare it to qO production With generators F a in the 
octet  representation and ha~2 in the fundamental re- 
presentation, we have for equal kinematics,  and raft- 
rote energy, 
o ( g g - ~ )  ~ tr F a F a F b F  b 
= 1 3 5  
o ( g g ~  q ~  tr ~a~a~bxb /l  6 
For the actual calculation ,4  the glumo pair cross sec- 
tion varies from 1 6 - 2 0  times the cross sectmn for 
production of  a pair of  quarks of  the same mass 
5 Rectroacttve analysts o f  data It is obvaously chf- 
ficult to analyze existing expertments to see what 
lumts they put  on glumo masses It has even been sug- 
gested that experimenters only Find what they are look- 
mg for We will abstract from past data some estimates 
on what might have been seen, our results are summariz- 
ed in fig 2 We want to emphasize that they are only 
estimates, and should not  be taken as firm hmlts until 
experimenters have analyzed their own data with a full 
knowledge of  backgrounds, cuts, etc Expertments m 
progress can set stgmficantly better hmtts than we ob- 
tam i f  they are analyzed wtth glumo (or goMstmo) de- 
tectton m mmd, and experiments at SPS, ISABELLE 
or FNAL can go to very htgh masses 
(a) Small glumo masses and longer h]ettmes As dis- 
cussed above, l f ~  IS of the order of  1 GeV the hfetlme 
is fairly long Fayet  and Farrar have already argued 
that ttus is not allowed by data, and we agree The case 
can be made very strong For  small ~ ,  whde pertur- 
*4 In all calculations we have a~sumed that the glumos are 
Dirac fermlons If they are Ma3orana fermlons there IS an 
extra factor of 112 in the phase space Since the ~.ross sec- 
tions are falhng exponennally with the masses of the pro- 
duced glumos this does not affect our final conclusmns 
substantially 
batlve calculations are not  rehable, the production 
cross section will not be smaller than that of fig 4, 
so a >~ 1 mb Produced glumos will be shaelded by 
gluons or qFq octet  pairs, so an electric'ally neutral ha- 
dron wtU be produced,  travel a distance from mflh- 
meters to meters, and decay mto an even number of  
charged hadrons (often four or more hadrons) which 
do not  point  back to the production vertex There ts 
mtssmg energy because o f  the goldstmo (or photmo) 
but no charged leptons The stuelded glutno will rater- 
act with a total cross secUon in the mb range The ex- 
periment [6] ofGustafson et al can put  hmlts of  or- 
der 10 32 cm 2 on any neutral oblect produced m ap- 
propriate regions of  PT and X r wtuch goes several 
meters and then interacts with a nuUlbarn cross section 
Experiments m hyperon beams may [7] be able to put  
limits of  order 1 0 - 3 - 1 0  - 4  ttmes the A cross section 
on objects which go a few meters and decay into an 
even number of  charged prongs which do not point  
back to the producuon vertex In hydrogen bubble 
chambers there are strong restncuons * s on events 
which would give a visible gap and an even number of 
prongs (neutrons give a recod proton and an odd num- 
ber of  prongs) Altogether,  we think it is convincing 
that objects with the properties of  hght glumos are not 
produced with cross secuons of  even a few tab, so 
> 
~ 2 - 3  GeV I f o <  1/2 tab, t h e n m > ~ 3  5 GeV We as- 
sume fixed target pp colhslons with x/~ --~ 28 GeV for 
these numbers, they vary a little for other energies or 
beams 
(b) Beam dump experiments Once the mass is as 
large as established in (a) above, most glulnos decay 
within a few cm, and either beam dump or missing 
energy detectors will be most restnctwe In beam dump 
experiments the goldstmo will interact m the detector,  
giwng no charged lepton and thus candidate neutral- 
current (NC) events Recent experiments looking for 
axlons quote [8] an upper llmlt (20) Omt ~< 2 × 10 -67  
cm 4 where o is the production cross sectaon for the 
glumo m our case and omt the interaction cross sec- 
tion for the goldstlno Assuming that the goldstmo 
interaction is hke a charged-current neutrino lnterac- 
tmn, and an average energy of  60 GeV for the 
goldstmo (a typical v energy in such an experiment),  
we f'md again that o <~ 1/2 tab or equivalently ~ >~ 3 5 
GeV 
,5 We thank B Roe and R Rau for discussions on tlus data 
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For some ranges o f ~  and ASS this result can be 
considerably strengthened by further data analysis 
First,  m any theory with a ~gG vertex the goldstmo in- 
teraction wtll be much larger than the ~, charged cross 
section Indeed the goldstmo can interact wath protons 
in the detector by fusing with a consti tuent  gluon, 
wtuch yields the rate 
oc = (~/AZs) (~/Ass)ZXC(X, ~ 2 ) ,  
where x - ~2/s and xG(x, r~ 2) is the gluon distrlbu- 
2 ~ tion function evaluated at x and Q ~ m For the 
range of  masses and energy considered we may safely 
use xG ----- 3 (1 - x )  5 which yields 
cr G = (3 7/A4s)SX(l - x )  5 mb 
wath s and ASS in GeV umts Using 60 GeV for a mean 
goldstmo energy and ASS = 300 GeV, we find that 
o 6 > o v in the range 1 GeV <~ ~ <~ 6 GeV and the 
goldstmo interaction cross section is increased by a fac- 
tor of  4 - 6  over the contributions considered previous- 
ly This strengthens the prewous hrmts and pushes ~ to 
about 4 5 GeV Second t6,  a u NC event has large nuss- 
mg PT for the hadrons, and a spectrum of  visible ha- 
dron energy ( E ~ )  whach peaks at low Ews and does 
not  have a long tad A goldstmo reduced event, on the 
other hand, wall have consaderably larger Ews (thus It 
could not  account for any extra events at small Lws ) 
and much smaller (p I/PL)had Cuts on these variables 
could eltmmate most v NC candidates and allow a 
small goldstmo signal to be found, or gave a hrmt well 
below 1 tlb 
The photmo interaction cross secUon is dominated 
by the process 3' + q ~ q + g, with a scalar quark ex- 
changed, as discussed by Fayet  [3] This gaves a cross 
section 
= 1 2 X IO--38E(Mw/Mea) 4 Omt 
1 
× ~ f xq(x)(1 -m2/xs)3dxe2q(Cm2) 
q ~2/s 
with L in GeV We assume that the hghtest scalar 
quark has M~ = MW/2 Then combining this with the 
beam dump hmlt  gwes curve (b) of  fig 2, drawn for 
fixed M~ and ASS (in a particular theory,  Mq, may 
depend on ASS ) Even ff the goldstmo is not  present 
,6 We thank J Morfin lor discussions on tlus analygls 
the photmo decay together wxth the beam dump data 
already provides a stringent lower hmlt  on 
(c) Mzssmg energy and PT expertments The most 
powerful hmlts wdl come from experiments,  at 
Tevatron and colhder energaes, wtuch constrain m~ss- 
mg energy and momentum as well as possible Ag,un, 
we emphasize SS theories with a ~gG vertex, but our 
remarks apply also to theories without  such a vertex 
so far as a lower llnut on ~ ~s concerned The upper 
hmlt on ~ depends crucially on such a vertex 
Consider an expertment at the ISR pp collider with 
a typlcal integrated luminosity of  1037/cm 2 Then ff 
o >  10 -33 cm 2 it had 104 glumo pairs produced 
This corresponds to ~ ~ 10 GeV if glumos were not  
found Stmllarly, consider f£dt  = 1035/cm 2 at the 
SPS colhder Then 104 events correspond to o = 10 -31 
cm 2, or m >~ 24 GeV v 
Could such events have been seen alreadyq Their 
signature Is f,urly dramatic The glulnos are produced 
m the central region, and decay via ~ ~ gG The gluon 
gwes a hadromc le t  so there is a pair of  acoplanar jets,  
plus a lot of  missing transverse energy and momen- 
tum, and no prompt  charged leptons Typically, about 
25% of  the energy will go into the central colhsion, so 
10 15% of  the total energy and about half  of  the cen- 
tral energy will be nussmg Certainly 104 such events 
could be found m ISR or SPS experiments specifically 
lookang for them m the near future 
6 Upper hmtts Since the cross sections for double 
goldstmo production grow as ~ ,  they gave upper hrmts 
on ~ or lower hmits on ASS if  a signal is not  found 
The signature for goldstmo pair product ion xs an 
event with an interaction and beam lets but essential- 
ly no central region energy The go lds tmo-g lumo pro- 
ductlon is easier to see as ~ ~ gG giving one je t  (or 
q~l~), with no partacles detected m the opposite di- 
rectaon Neither type of event has prompt  charged 
leptons These gave the future curves d, f, g of  fig 2 
7 Glumo masses Fayet  has discussed [3] glumo 
m some detail In the unbroken theory ~ = 0 since 
they are degenerate wath gluons Glumos wall not  get 
mass at tree level even if  SS is broken since color sym- 
metry Is unbroken Of course, an exphclt ad hoc mass 
term could be written for glumos, but  that explains 
nottung Fayet  [9] suggests one mechanism to give 
glumos a Dlrac mass of  order 1 GeV, but it requires 
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adding a color octet of  "paraglumos" and may not  be 
tolerable ff grand unification is a goal [l 0] SS theo- 
ries often have U(1) symmetries (called R-mvarlances 
[9] ) which must be broken to allow a Majorana mass 
for 
So far, not  much attention has been paid to glulno 
masses when constructang models Perhaps by focus- 
mg at tentmn on models where t~ satisfies the con- 
stramts of  fig 2, progress can be made towards finding 
a realistic theory 
8 Condustons Smce ~umos  tend to be hghter than 
other supersymmemc partners, and are produced wtth 
large cross sections, they should be consadered as the 
prime hope m deciding experimentally whether nature 
IS supersymmetnc We think, conservatively, that 
glumos would probably have been detected ff their 
masses were m the excluded region of  fig 2, basical- 
ly, t~ >~ 4 GeV Analysis of  existing data by experi- 
menters, and expertments in progress, can strengthen 
these hmlts considerably if  glumos are not  detected 
Since glulno propertaes depend on the scale of  SS 
breakang and on scalar quark masses, interesting upper/  
lower hmlts on all of  these are trnphed by upper hmlts 
on hfetames of  long-hved neutral hadrons and on pro- 
duchon cross sections 
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